
 

Motorola Introduces Next Generation of 3G
Handsets

October 19 2005

Motorola, Inc. today unveiled its next generation of 3G/UMTS mobile
handsets - the Motorola RAZR V3x, the E770v and the E1070, which
are launching first with operators in Europe and Asia.

The introduction of the RAZR V3x unites the power of 3G/UMTS
technology with the world acclaimed RAZR clamshell design. The ultra-
slim RAZR V3x is available in three colors: liquorice black exclusively
through 3, ash silver exclusively through Vodafone, and cosmic blue
available through other wireless operators.

In addition, Motorola announced the compact E1070 clamshell with the
very latest multimedia capabilities and as the small yet powerful E770v
candy bar, which is available exclusively at Vodafone.

“The E1070 and the E770v enrich the Motorola UMTS line-up with
more ‘must have’ designs and ‘must do’ experiences,” said Ron
Garriques, president of Motorola Mobile Devices. “We’re thrilled to be
working with the world’s leading UMTS operators to deliver the promise
and power of 3G to everyone. And we’re especially excited to deliver the
RAZR V3x, which puts the ‘wickedly cool’ in UMTS.”

Motorola RAZR V3x

Weighing less than 130g, the Motorola RAZR V3x is an ultra-slim
clamshell model that delivers an extensive range of impressive
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multimedia tools, including a 2-megapixel camera, real-time two-way
video calling, still and moving image capture, and all in hugely popular
RAZR design language.

Bluetooth wireless technology, which supports wireless stereo sound
through Motorola’s Bluetooth Stereo Headset, and an externally
accessible Transflash/Micro SD memory card enhance users’ mobile
entertainment experience.

Motorola E1070

The sleek and stylish Motorola E1070 combines amazing audio-visual
quality with extensive multimedia capabilities to pack a powerful punch.
Inside its compact clamshell form, the E1070 provides a 1.3-megapixel
camera with digital zoom, enhanced Bluetooth support, externally
accessible Transflash/Micro SD memory card and high-quality QVGA
display and video.

The Motorola E1070 will be available through several operators,
including TIM, Telefonica Moviles, Orange and O2.

Motorola E770v

The Vodafone exclusive E770v is a small and powerful 3G device which
is both effortless and fun. Featuring video calling and a powerful
multimedia engine, the Motorola E770v provides affordable access to
the latest Vodafone live! Service, including up-to-the-minute news full-
track music downloads, an increasing range of mobile TV services and
content, as well as sports and other entertainment.

All three handsets will be available in Q4 2005.
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